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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ALBERT MCDOUGAL, 

a'citizen of the United States, residing at 
_ New York, in the county of New York and 
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State of New York, have invented new and 
useful Improvements in Golf-Club Heads, 
of which the following is a speci?cation. 

This‘invention relates to golf clubs and‘ 
particularly to a head for a device of this 
class, and 'one object of the invention is to 
provide the head of what is known as a 
“putter” with means whereby theplayer is 
_materially assisted in determining the line 
to the hole through the medium of a true 
line parallel to the face of the_club head in 
tersecting a line parallel to the hole, and 
whereby a player will be' enabled to more 
accurately line up the putt. A further ob 
ject of the invention is to ‘provide means in 
connection with a golf club head that is 

. always ready for use, without requiring ad-.‘ 
’_ justment, to enable a player to direct the 
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?y of the ball or in properly addressing the 
ball, and whereby also the necessary angle of 
direction of movement of the ball may be 
easily determined in making various plays. 
With these and other objects and advan 

tages in view the invention consists in the 
preferred construction and arrangement of 
‘parts which will be more fully hereinafter 
described and claimed. ‘ - 
In the drawing: - 
Figure 1.is a perspective view of a por 

tion.of a golf club showing the head of the 
type known as a putter and embodying the 

. features of the invention. 
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Fig. 2 is a central transverse vertical sec 
tion throughlthe head as shown by Fig. 1. 
The numeral 5 designates a golf stick or 

club having a head 6, which as shown is of 
the putter type and provided with a straight 
driving face or edge 7. The top surface of 
the head 6 is horizontally ?at, or approxi 
mately so, and said head is provided with an 
indicating means or device 8 parallel with 
the face or edge 7. The means or device 8 
is intersected at right angles by a trans 
versely arranged similar means or device 9, 
the two means or devices 8 and 9 being ?xed 
in their application to thehead and fully 
exposed to the player, the said means or de 
vices 8 and 9 also having a marked distin 
guishing characteristic and of such dimen 
sions as to be readily discerned bythe player. 
It is preferred that thevmeans or devices 8 

and 9 be composed of hard rubber strips in: 
set in the upper portion of ‘the head 6 by a 
dovetail construction or by forming dovetail 
recesses 10 and 11 and correspondingly con 
structing the strips of hard rubber and in— 
setting said strips in the grooves so that 
their upper surfaces will be ?ush with the 
upper surface of'the head 6. If the hard 
rubber devices or strips 8 or .9 be black, it is 
obvious that they can be readily seen by the 
player. 
may be of other distinguishing shades, such 
as blue, red or white. Thewidth of the de 
vices or strips 8 and 9 may be varied as de 
sired, but in length it is preferred that the 
device or strip 8 extend almost wholly along 
and in parallel relation to the edge 7 and 
that the device or strip 9 continue completely 
from the device or strip 8 fully to the rear 
edge of the head 6 and centrally positioned 
in relation to said head. ' - 
By means of the sighting or directing de 

vices?in con ection with the head 6 as shown, 
a player is materially assisted in causing the 
ball to ,?y as may be desired in view of the 
fact that the proper angle or necessary direc— 
tion of movement may be accurately deter 
mined, for the reason that the player has a 
true line parallel to the face or edge 7 and 
also another true line at right angles to the 
?rst named line that may be disposed in line 
with the hole, and as a consequence the 
player will be guided in striking the ball to 
cause the latter to ?y in the direction of the 
hole. The di?iculty heretofore experienced 
with putter heads commonly used, was that 
no assistance was given the player in ?nding 
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It will also be-understood that they _ 
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the line to the hole. By having a true line - 
parallel to the face of the club together with 
an intersecting line parallel to the hole en 
ables a player to be more accurate in lining 
up the putt. Instead of using hard rubber 
in forming the devices or strips embodying 
the features of the improvement it will "be 
understood that ?ber or any other suitable 
substance may be adopted. Moreover, the 
improved features may be readily applied 
to an ordinary golf club head and particu 
larly of the character speci?ed without af 
fecting the reliable playing service of the 
head, it only being necessary to groovelthe 
upper portion of the head to secure the im 
proved directing means in place therein. 
The simplicity of the improved golf club 
head, also renders it possible to easily equip 
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golf club heads already in use With the inter 
- ~ secting angular devices embodying the fea 

tures of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A golf club head having an upper ?at 

surface and a straight addressing edge, and 
a T-square indicatin means having a ?xed. 

' application to the said flat surface, the base' 
of the square being parallel with the ad- ‘ 
dresslng edge and the remaining part of the 
square extending over the transverse center 
of the head at right angles to the addressing 
edge. 7 

2. A golf club head having an upper ?at 
surface and a straight addressing edge, and 
a ‘IT-square indicating means having a ?xed 
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application to the said upper surface of the 
head and consisting of strips inlaid in the 
head, the base strip of the square being lo 
cated inwardly a dlstance'from and parallel 
to the addressing edge, and the‘ remaining 
strip extending over the transverse center 
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of the head at right angles to the addressing _ 
head. . 

In testimony whereof I have hereuntoset 
my hand in presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. 

_ ALBERT MQDOUGAL. 

Witnesses: f ) I 

. O'r'ro H. WENDEROTH, " 
LoUIs L. WEHMER. ‘ 
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